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We introduce a class of Hamiltonian scattering systems which can be reduced to 
the “normal form” 
P = 0, Q = P, 
by means of a global canonical rransformafion (P, Q) = s4( p. q), p, q E R”, detined 
through asymptoric properties of the trajectories. 
These systems are obtained requiring certain geometrical conditions on 
p = -W’(q), 4 = p. 
where Y is a bounded below “cone porenrial”, i.e., the force -VY(q) always 
belongs to a closed convex cone which contains no straight lines. 
We can deal with very ditTerent asymptotic behaviours of the potential and the 
potential can undergo small perturbations inany arbitrary compact set without 
losing the existence and the properties of .d. 3.‘: 1990 Academic ~rers. hc. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
This paper presents new results within the theory developed in [3] on 
the Hamiltonian systems 
d= -VW9), 4=P P, 9 E R”. (1.1) 
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“I. is assumed to be a cone pofenfial, that is, the force -V+“(q) is always 
in a closed convex cone which contains no lines. If we also assume that F‘ 
is bounded below (so that in particular the solutions globally exist), then 
the velocity p has a finite limit pi< as time goes to +co. This remarkably 
simple fact was shown by Gutkin in [4]. 
- - We denote by t H (p( r, p, q), q( f, p, 4)) the solution to ( 1. I) with (p, q) - _ as initial data: ~(0, p, q) = ii, - - q(0, p, q) = q. The function 
is trivially constant along the motions solving (1.1). 
In [3] we found sufficient conditions on 7v for the components of pz to 
be Ck (2 <k < +co) first integrals, independent and pairwise in involution. 
We could thereby construct a class of integrable Hamiltonian systems with 
cone potentials. 
The present paper extends the investigation from the asymptotic 
velocities p,% to the limits, ometimes referred to as asymptotic phases, 
- - - - - - 
a&, 4) := , l!Tz (q(4 P, 4) - t ~(6 P, (7)) E R”. (1.3) 
We find sufficient conditions which, in particular, guarantee the existence 
and smoothness of these limits as functions of the initial data (b, q) 
(Proposition 2.2). 
A geometric interpretation of act follows from the fact that the limit of 
(q(r)-tpm) as t -+ +co is sac too (Proposition 2.2), so that the motion - - f H q(t, p, q), as f + +a~, is asymptotically rectilinear uniform, 
- - 
q(t,p,B)=a,(p,q)+~ p,(P,d+41) as t++m, 
and, in particular, the straight line {a,(p, 4)+ tpPm(p, q); r~ R} is an 
asymptote for the trajectory. - - - - We call (p,(p, q), aaj(p, q)) the asymptotic data, and 
.d: (~5 q)++ (PAP, 4), a,(P, S)) (1.4) 
the asymptotic map. Of course we can consider the corresponding 
asymptotic map in the past 
- - 
a-: (A 9) i-+ (P-AA q), a-,(p, 4)) 
by taking the limits in (1.2) and (1.3) as time goes to -00, and finally the 
scattering map d 0 .d - ’ . 
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In this paper we strengthen the hypotheses of [3] and, as a main result 
(Theorem 2.3), we prove that 
(a) & is a global Ck-diffeomorphism (2 <k< +a~), whose exact 
range has a simple geometric description; 
(b) d is a canonical transformation; 
(c) d transforms the Hamiltonian .%’ := 5 Ip(’ + “Y(q), which defines 
(l.l), into 
.X-(P, Q) :=Hc.d-‘(P, Q)=f IPJ2, (1.5) 
(up to a trivial additive constant), that is, d transforms (1.1) into the 
simple linear form 
P= 0, Q = P, (1.6) 
which is precisely what we mean by “normal” in the title. 
(See Appendix I for the definition f canonical transformations and the 
properties that we use; note that this definition ismore restrictive than the 
one adopted by several authors.) 
Of course we have symmetrical results for &-. Thus, the scattering map 
d 3 &:’ is proved to be a canonical transformation too, and we can 
exhibit its exact domain and range (see the Remark following 
Theorem 2.3). 
Let us also point out that the canonical variables (P, Q), introduced by 
the asymptotic map d, are similar to the celebrated action-angle variables 
1, d (4 defined mod 27r), which transform Hamilton equations into 
i=o, (iI = o(i) (1.7) 
-see [2, Chap. 43. Of course Eq. (1.6) describe a scattering system (Q is 
not defined mod 2n), while (1.7) represents o cillations. 
We think that a noteworthy (and probably new) property is the 
following: the complete integrability of our systems, as well as the existence 
of the variables (P, Q) = ~$(p, q) yielding (1.6), are persistent under any 
small perturbation of the potential in an arbitrary compact set (Persistence 
Theorem 2.4). 
Now, after the short review of the results, let us briefly outline the nature 
of our hypotheses and highlight some of the crucial points of the proofs. 
We always assume some global properties on the bounded below cone 
potential Y to be discussed later, and a certain “decay law” for the 
gradient VY (Hypotheses 2.l(iv)), whence the existence and continuity of 
the asymptotic map d. 
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To achieve the differentiability of .c9, we first consider potentials with 
exponential asymptotic behaviour of the partial derivatives (Hypotheses 
2.1(v)). This assumption, together with Gronwall a priori estimates on the 
solutions of the linear variational equations, permits us to prove that the 
limits (1.2) and (1.3) are in the Ck norm, locally in (Is, 9). 
As in [3], we can deal with nonexponential asymptotic decays of the 
derivatives ofY by the use of the side hypotheses of convexity on W’ and 
a kind of monoronicity in the Hessian matrix of I“ (Hypotheses 2.l(vi)). 
These assumptions permit the use of some Liapunoo Junctions which yield 
a priori estimates much sharper than the mere Gronwall estimates. 
The global conditions that we mentioned (Hypotheses 2.l(ii, ii)) are 
used in [3] first to guarantee that the asymptotic velocity always belongs 
to the interior of the convex closed cone 9 defined as the dual of the cone 
% spanned by the forces, i.e., 
-C i.,Vr(q,):0#I~niteset,i,~O,q,E[W”,VaEI 
1EI 
9::= {oER”:w.U~O,vwEv?}, (1.9) 
and then to prove the following crucial focally uniform estimate on the 
trajectories: for every (PO, &,) there exist y> 0, lo E R, and a neighbourhood 
U of (J?,,, 4”) such that 
- - 
P(f, P9 4) E 3”, dist( p( t, p, q), (?S) 2 y, (1.10) 
- - for every t > I, and every (p, q) E 17. 
These global conditions on the potential, inparticular, equire that the 
scalar product between any two forces is nonnegative. So, in our 
framework, the cone V has width not larger than 42. 
In Section 3 we give some examples where our theory applies. 
Corollary 3.3 is about potentials with inverse r-power for arbitrary r> 1. 
The complete integrability holds for arbitrary r > 0, as is shown in [3] (in 
[3, Sect. 11, we also refer to some papers of Calogero, Marchioro, and 
Moser who discovered an analytically integrable system where the poten- 
tial has r = 2 and cone of the forces wider than 7r/2). 
Our assumptions hold for a class of Toda-like systems (Corollary 3.4), 
which are defined through finite sums of exponentials. The complete 
integrability of these systems was proved in [9]. Both Corollaries 3.3 and 
3.4 are consequences of Proposition 3.2, where more general functions are 
considered. 
These examples of cone potentials, aswell as all the ones considered in 
the literature (as far as we know), have polyhedrical cone V of the forces. 
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Our Section 3 starts by studying a simple example where V is not 
polyhedricaf (namely, it is circular; Proposition 3.1). In fact, the present 
approach does not exploit such additional structures of^Ir as being a finite 
sum of one-dimensional functions (in the sense of Proposition 3.2). 
Therefore it may be called theory of “cone” potential with width 6 n/2. 
The complete solution of the scattering problem associated with the 
nonperiodic Toda lattice, and many related topics, was given by Moser in 
[8] by methods different from ours. These systems are physically very 
interesting since they describe the dynamics of finitely many particles on
the line under the influence of pairwise interactions with exponential 
potential in which case the cone spanned by the forces is wider than n/2 
and there is analytic integrability. 
In [S, 63 Gutkin considered generically the problem of the existence of 
the limits in (1.3) and studied the global existence (i.e., for every (D, q)) in 
[7], especially inconnection with the problem of the scattering ofparticles 
in the line with pairwise interactions. In the title of [7], as well as in the 
whole paper, a “regular trajectory” isa trajectory for which pz E 9’ and 
the limit in (1.3) exists. In Gutkin’s framework the cone spanned by the 
forces has arbitrary width < n, but no estimates similar to (1.10) are given. 
Whether they hold anyway, and whether the methods of the present paper 
can be adapted to the systems considered in [7] are open problems. We 
guess they are worth studying even in very particular contexts like low 
dimensions and special forms of the potential. 
2. EXISTENCE AND REGULARITY OF THE ASYMPTOTIC MAP 
Given a smooth function Y: R” + R, we will denote by VY its gradient, 
as a column vector, and D”Y will be its mth differential, regarded as a 
multilinear map from ([Wn)m ’ into IF!“, endowed with the norm 
IID?‘-(q)jl := sup{ ID”V(q)(x”‘, . . . . xfm- “)I :x”)E R”, Ix(‘)) < 1 }. 
Throughout this section the function Y is assumed to be defined on all of 
R”, but only for convenience of notation. Everything runs just as well if the 
domain is a set of the form q+d”. Recall that, given a cone Vc R”, we 
define the dual cone 9 as 
9 := {“ER”:W.u2O,vwE~}. 
HY~OTHFSES 2.1. Y is a function in Cm’ ‘(R”), m 2 2. Let 5f be the 
convex cone generated by -VV, and 9 be the dual cone of %. We assume 
(i)-(iv): 
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(i) inf Y.> -.z; 
(ii) for each E > 0 there exists a qE~ R” such that 
q E R”\(qfi + 9) * Y’(q) 2 E; 
(iii) for each q’, q” E R” such that q” E q’ + $4, and for each v E @\{ 0) 
there exists E> 0 such that 
(iv) there exist a vector qOe R” and a weakly decreasing function 
ho: R, -+ R such that SO+= xh,(x)dx< +az and 
q E q. + 9 = lVf(q)l 6 MdiWq, q. + 29)); 
and either one of (v) and (vi): 
(v) there exist ql, . . . . qme ET’, A,, . . . . A,>O, I.,, ... . I., >O such that 
qEqi+G* 11D “‘V“(q)~~ < A, exp( - A, dist(q, i+ 89)); 
(vi) there exist q,, . . . . q,,,e R” and weakly decreasing functions 
h L, . . . . h,: R, + R such that 
l V is convex on q, +9; 
l for all q’, q” E q1 + 9 and all z E IF!” we have 
q”Ey’+LS* D2V-(q”)z-z< D2V(q’)z-z; 
l for all i, S;” x ‘+ ‘hi(x) dx < +cc and 
qcq;+9* IID ‘+ ‘V(q)(J < hi(dist(q, qi + 82)). 
For a potential Y satisfying the previous assumptions, we consider the 
Hamiltonian system 
the associated flow 
jJ = -VV/‘(q), ci= P, 
and the mappings 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
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We are interested inthe asymptotic map - - 
PAP, 4) ( ) - - UP7 4) = ‘zqp, 4) := ,ljl-n-n s9,(P, g. (2.4) 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Suppose that the Hypotheses 2.1 hold. Then the 
asymptotic map z-4 exists, and the convergence is locally in the C” norm. The 
functions pa, and a, verifv 
P,(@,‘b% 4)) = PC& 9), 
%3(@)‘(A a) = %(P, 4) + t P,(k% q), 
(2.5) 
that is to say, 
Moreover, 
(2.6) 
- - - - 
G(P, 4) = ,“Tn (4(t, P, 4) - t P(4 A 4)) 
= ,!Tm (4(4 P9 4) - t PaA? 4)). (2.7) 
Prooj Most of the arguments needed for the proof are an adaptation 
of the ones given in [3]. The starting point is the identity 
d(A 4) = (3 + j; (-$‘j VVq(s, P, 4)) ds, (2.8) 
” 
which follows from the Hamilton equations. The reasoning of [3, Sect. 4
and 51, proves that we can go to the limit in the formula, and the 
convergence is locally uniform. If we let z + +cc in the next identity 
( -:I” ;) @t+=( -:In ;) G7+[ 
1” 0 
( )C 
4 0 
= tr, I, -(T+t)z” z, @*+’ > 
we get formulas (2.6) and therefore (2.5) follow at once. 
The proofs of [3, Sects. 6,7, and 81, can be adjusted to show that the 
convergence in formula (2.4) is locally C”. 
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To end with, remark the two identities 
4(r.B~5)-~P(r,li,~)=g+~~~‘,~,~,<,Vl~~(q(.s,p,4))drd.sI . . 
qlr,~,q)-rp,.(p,4)=q+~~“<,<, ~<~v~“(q(s,ii,q))drds. 
. . . . 
The proof of the existence of .c3 actually amounted to showing that the 
function (r, s) H (VY(q(s, p, 4))1 is integrable on the set {(r, S) E R*:O < 
r,<s}, whence the equality (2.7). 1 
THEOREM 2.3. Suppose that Hypotheses 2.1 hold, namely, (i)-(iv) and 
either (v) or (vi). Then the asymptotic map .d exists, it is a Cm 
diffeomorphism of R” x R” onto 9’” x R” and it is a canonical transformation. 
The transformed Hamiltonian is 
X(P,Q):=No& ‘(P,Q)=ilPl*+inf$,‘, (2.9) 
and the associated system is 
P=o, g = P. (2.10) 
Proof We refer again to the results and methods developed in [3]. 
Proposition 4.3 of that paper shows in particular that the range of .d is 
contained in 9” x R”. 
As in [3, Propositions 5.3, 6.4 and 7.51, given y, there exists 4, E R” such 
that, if we deline the set ‘4,. as 
A;,:={(p,(I):~~~~,dist(p,a~)>~,9~q,+s}, 
then 
+llD.d(P,q)-12,IK;. (2. I1) 
Let (PO, &) E 9” x R”, f0 E R be such that (PO, &, + to,&,) E A,, 
dist(& + r,P,,, (I, + 2s) 2 l/2, where 2y := dist(ji,, 29). Then the mapping 
is a contraction of the closed ball 
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into itself. The corresponding fixed point (&,, (5;) verifies 
and therefore 
This proves that .d is onto 9” x R”. 
To prove that d is a local diffeomorphism, we start remarking that .g 
is canonical. In fact, it is the composition of the transformations 
which are canonical (the latter through a general theorem and the former 
with a direct computation-see Appendix I). From the identity (see (4.2) in 
Appendix I ) 
going to the limit as r + +zo, we obtain 
(Dd)(;n -;)W’)‘=(; -2) 
which at once gives that Dd is nonsingular, and will yield also that .sQ is 
canonical, as soon as we prove that it is one-to-one. 
To show this, we can start by noting that .d is certainly one-to-one on 
A, for any y > 0, because on the convex set A, the symmetric part of the 
Jacobian matrix Dd is positive definite (for the proof of this simple and 
well-known global injectivity result, see Appendix II). But for any couple of 
initial data x0 # x, E R” x R”, the points @‘(x0) and @‘(x1) belong to the set 
A., from a certain time 1, on, where 27 is the smaller between the distance 
of p,(x,) and p,(x,) from the boundary of 9. Since 0’ is always one-to- 
one, we surely have W(x,,) # @‘I(x, ), and consequently &(W1(xO)) # 
.sl(@‘l(x,)). The conclusion &(x,,) # a(~,) comes from the identity (2.6) 
rewritten in the form 
.d = 
I, 0 -’ 
( > l,I” I” 
d fJ @“. (2.12) 
505.‘RX;I-6 
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Finally, (2.10) comes from (2.5) by derivation in the time, recalling that 
(P,Q):=d=(a,, p x ). The Hamiltonian of the transformed system (2. IO) 
is X(P, Q)= i IPI* up to a trivial dditive constant. Actually this constant 
is inf Y’ by means of [3, Corollary 4.63. 1 
Remark. Let .01_ be defined as &’ but with the limits as I + --cc: instead 
of r + +x. Then, by reversing the time, we obtain for .d similar esults. 
So the scattering map .rQ :.d : ’ exists and it is a canonical transformation 
with domain -.W x KY and range 9“ x R”. 
The next theorem uses the same arguments as for [3, Theorem 9.33 so 
that we omit the proof. 
THEOREM 2.4 (Persistence). Suppose that Y‘ verifies Hyporheses 2.1. Let 
KC [w” be compact. Then there exists an E > 0 with the following property. If 
f:R”+RisaC”” function with support in K and 
sup IVfl < 11, (2.13) 
then for the system whose Hamiitonian H is 
WP, (I) := f IPI* +-f(q) +1’(q) (2.14) 
ail the claims of Proposition 2.2 and Theorem 2.3 hold. 
3. EXAMPLFS 
Consider the closed convex cone in R3 defined by 
9:={(x,y,z)ER3:zB~~}. 
The function 
(3.1) 
f(x, y, 2) := z2 - ;;- y2 (3.2) 
is continuous and positive on the interior of 9, and its level sets are single 
sheets of two-sheeted hyperboloids of revolution 
i72-x*- y2 
22 
EC 0 (z-c)*-x*-y*=c*, z # 0. 
The function f is closely related to the distance of a point of 9%” from the 
boundary of 9, 
O<f(x,y,z)$z-,/w=fidist((x,y,z),dg)<2f(x,y,z). (3.3) 
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In particular, f vanishes on the boundary of 9. The gradient off 
V.m,y,z)= -;, -;,j+7 ( 
y 1 x2+y2 
) 
(3.4) 
spans a cone $? which happens to coincide with the interior of 9. The nth 
differential D”‘(x, y, z) is homogeneous of degree 1 -n with respect o 
(x, Y, z). 
The one-variable function 
q(r) := 5, r > 0, (3.5) 
is positive, lim,,,, q(r) = +co, lim,, +oo q(r) = 0, and the n th derivative 
cp (“I can be expressed as 
q’“‘(r)=(-l)“P, i e-‘, 
0 
(3.6) 
where P, is a nonero polynomial with nonnegative coefficients. In 
particular 
r>, 1 * Iq’“‘(r)l G P,(l) e-‘. (3.7) 
Let us now define on 9” the following potential 
ux, y, z) := d.m, Y, z)). (3.8) 
This is a C” function, and -VY spans the cone %. We are going to verify 
the Hypotheses 2.1(i)-(v). 
It is obvious that v > 0. Next, for a given E > 0, choose E > 0 such that 
O<rGc*cp(r)2E. Then 
and (ii) is settled. Verifying (iii) is more complicated. Because of the 
symmetry with respect o the z-axis, instead of a generic vector u E @‘\ { 0}, 
we can just take (a, 0, l), with - 1 < a < 1. What we need is a positive 
lower bound on 
-VY(x, y, 2). (a, 0, 1) = --cp’(f(x, Y, z)) Vf(x, Y, z). (a, 0, 1) (3.10) 
when (x, y, z) belongs to the set 
M:= {(x,y,z)cW3:a+J~Qz<b-ax} (3.11) 
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for 0 < a < h. The ~9 variable can be dispensed with, first noting that M is 
contained in {a + [xl <z < h - xx 1. Next we can compute 
Vf(x, )‘, z) . (a, 0, 1) = Vf’(x, .v, z) . 
( 
$+l,O, l)+$q,,O, 1) 
> 
dy(;+ l)‘++q - I)‘, (3.12) 
We can write 
(x,y,z)EM* x/z 
+ 1 
2 a/b 
> 0 if 
x 6 0, 
xfz - 1 < - afb < 0 if r 20, 
(3.13) 
so that 
(X~Y,z)~~~Vf(x,y,z).(a,O, I >$>O. (3.14) 
Finally, noting that (x, y, Z) E M 3 a/2 <f(x, y, Z) ~6, 
(3.15) 
All we have left o do is to give an exponential bound on 1) D’Y(x, y, z)ll 
in terms of the distance of (x, y, z) from the boundary of $9. But 
DY(x, y, z) is a linear combination of nth order objects extracted from f 
(which are homogeneous of degree 1 -n and continuous on the half space 
z > 0, hence bounded on 9 n {z > 2}), with cpci’(f x, y, z)) as coefficients. 
We can then estimate, using (3.7), 
(x, y, z) E (0, 0,2) + 2 *.f(x, y, z) 2 1 
=s 11 D’Y”(x, y, z)ll < A,e --f(x 1’~~’ 
< A,exp - $dist((x y z) ,, 9 8II) 
> 
. (3.16) 
Summing up: 
PROPOSITION 3.1. The conclusions of Proposition 2.2 are true .for the 
Hamiltonian system with potential 
V(x, y, z) := 
2z 
z2-x2-y2 exp - ( 
,2LXLY2 
2z > 
(3.17) 
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defined on the set $9” = {(x, y, z) E R3 :z > ,/m}. The corresponding 
asymptotic map d is COD and the system is C “-integrable. 
The following results are adaptations of the ones given in [3, 
Section 101. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let the vectors vl, . . . . VIE R” be such that 
v,*vp>o, Va, P. (3.18) 
Let the Cm+ ’ real functions fi, .. . . fN be defined either on the interval 
10, +KI [ or on all of R, where supf, = +oo, f, > 0, f & < 0. Suppose 
moreover that the fdl are integrable on an interval of the form [a, +a~[, and 
that, for O<i<m+l and xaa, 
(3.19) 
Assume finally that the 1 f ~!“+‘) 1 are monotone on [a, +oo [. Then the 
conclusions of Proposition 2.2 hold true for the Hamiltonian system with the 
potential 
V(q) := 5 fa(q*uA 
a=1 
(3.20) 
defined on either the set 9’ = {q E IR” :q . u, > 0 ‘da} or on all of UP’. 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let ol, . . . . VIE R”\(O) be such that v, . uB 2 0 for all 
a, fi. Let r > 1 and define the potential 
V-(q) := 5 --!- 
a=1 (4.4’ 
on the set 9” = {q E R” : q. v, > 0, Vu}. Then the conclusions of Proposi- 
tion 2.2 hold for the associated Hamiltonian system, and the asymptotic map 
d is C”. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let u,,..., vN E W\(O) be such that v, . vs > 0 for all 
a, B, and let c, > 0. Define the potential 
V(q) := 5 cZq’“~ 
U.=l 
on R”. Then the conclusions of Proposition 2.2 hold for the associated 
Hamiltonian system, and the asymptotic map d is C”. 
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APPENDIX I 
We consider time-independent C2 Hamiltonian functions defined in an 
open domain Q of R” x R”. Such a (real) function (p, q) H H(p, q) defines 
the Hamiltonian system 
aH . aH 
p= -w 
4=p. (4.1) 
In this paper canonical transformations are central. We adopt the 
following definition ( ote that in the literature more general concepts are 
also denoted with the same name, and the following transformations are 
sometimes called “completely canonical”). The C *-diffeomorphism Y:IR + 
Y(Q) is said to be a canonical transformation if, for any Hamiltonian H as 
above, the system (4.1) is transformed into the Hamiltonian system 
associated to the transformed Hamiltonian K= H 0 Y - ‘. We see at once 
that this is equivalent o the validity of the following equality at any point 
of Q, 
(DY) (1 -2) (DUT= (r; -2) (4.2) 
where (D Y) is the Jacobian matrix, 0 is the zero n x n matrix, Z,, is the unit 
n x n matrix, and the exponent T means transposition. 
The canonical transformations constitute a group. 
Let us introduce the notation (P, Q) E R” x R” for the transformation Y. 
An easy theorem says that the preceding condition is equivalent o 
requiring that the differential form 
PdQ-p4 
be closed in 52, or, equivalently, locally exact at every point (p, q) E 51, 
j, piz=g3 ic, pi$f-Pj=~3 Vj = 1, . . . . n, (4.3) 
I I J 
for some function S defined near (p, q). 
In the present paper we use the following fact: a locally C* limit of 
canonical transformations is canonical, provided it is a diffeomorphism. This 
follows from (4.2). 
Let us conclude with the important theorem stating that, for any fixed 
value of the time, the phase flow gives a canonical transformation. 
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Let HE C“, with k >, 3. Then, for any 1 E R, the map 
(IA 9) I-+ U’“(D, BX Q”(I? S)) := MAP, 4), q(4 14 q)) (4.4) 
is a Ck-’ canonical transformation. 
The proof is just verifying that the following function works for the 
condition in (4.3), 
APPENDIX II 
In this paper we use the following known 
PROPOSITION. Let f: Q + R” be a C’(Q) map with Qc_ R” open and 
convex. If the quadratic form <I-+ <‘Df(x) < (defined by the Jacobian 
matrix) is positive definite at any x E 52, then f is injective, 
Proof: Let x # y be two points of Q, and s the segment which joins 
them 
s: [O, l] -52, eHeX+(l -@y. 
Moreover, consider the map 
g: co, 11 -+a e~(~-~).(f(~(e))-f(y)). 
The derivative atany 8 is strictly positive 
g’(e)=(~-~)TDf(S(e))(x-~)>o, 
by the hypothesis of the proposition. Therefore the map g is strictly 
increasing and, in particular, g( I ) # g( 0) = 0. Finally 
g(l)=(x-Y)~(f(x)-f(Y))ZO 
impliesf(x)#f(y). 1 
Note added in proof The authors have found a way to apply the theory of the present 
paper and of [3] to large classes of cone potential systems with cone of the forces wider than 
n/2. The additional theory is contained in the article “A Class of Integrable Hamiltonian 
Systems Including Scattering of Particles on the Line with Repulsive Interactions,” which will 
appear in Dij/erential and Integral Equarions. 
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